PRAGATI PUBLIC SCHOOL
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
CLASS: III (2022-23)

THEME: ENVIRONMENT (INVEST IN OUR PLANET)
Earth and sky, woods and fields, lakes and rivers, the mountain and the sea,
are excellent schoolmasters, and teach some of us more than we can ever
learn from books.
John Lubbock

Dear parents.
Holiday celebrations are wonderful opportunities for children to
learn about the traditions and values that are cherished parts of people's
lives. We lay focus on meaningful ways to celebrate holidays. Keeping this
aim in mind, we have designed few activities for the students which they
will undertake during the holidays. Encourage your children to do these
activities independently. HAPPY HOLIDAYS!!!!

Follow the given advice during the holidays:
Holiday Homework of all the subjects is to be done as per the
instructions & guidance given bythe subject teacher.
• Remember to pick up new hobbies. Watch informative
programmes on National Geographic and Animal Planet. Work on
building up your strengths.

• Help to keep the house clean & clear the books or craft and toys
after you have finished playing with them.
• Be polite while speaking and talk softly.
• Help your mother to clear the table.
• Inculcate proper table manners.
• Remember to converse in English throughout.
• Make the 4 magic words PLEASE, THANKYOU, SORRY &
EXCUSE ME a partof your personality.
• Ask your grandparents about their childhood andfind out how
different olden days were.

Skills Involved:
passion.

To complete the work with
Aids/Lifelines

Observation
Internet
Research

News paper

Analysis

Magazine

Innovation

Your Text

books
Creativity

Encyclopaedia

Writing Skills

Brain storming

ENGLISH

Saving environment is an important step towards making a sustainable
and safer future. Be a green crusader and spread awareness around you.
The surroundings or conditions in which a person, animal or plant
lives or operates the natural world is called environment.
Find and write some best ways to reduce air pollution to save the
environment. Cut the news and articles and pictures and paste them
in a scrap book. Write at least ten best ways to reduce pollution.

Write some actions which you can take to control pollution to save
the environment.
Read the newspaper regularly and cut at least three important news
related to the environment, per week and paste them in scrap book.
Read any story of your choice. Write a small paragraph on your favourite
character of the story. Paste/ Draw the picture of your favourite character
also.
Read at least two books of your interest during the vacation. Maintain a selfmade dictionary of the new words you come across while reading.
‘Care

and Concern’ this is your chance to look after your parents,
grandparents, elders and even your younger brothers and sisters. You can
surely be of some help to your family members. Ask your family members if
they need some help and then do the needful.

❖ Make a Scrap Book Cover and Decorate It. Write Tables 2 to 12
❖ Do the following Experiment Creatively in the same Scrapbook
Transport has played an important role in human civilization. Transportation is
the means to carry
people and goods from one place to another. If the present means of
transportation were not
developed the situation of the world would have been different.
In the future world, we may have flying cars or cars that move on water.
Do the following activities:1) Use your imagination and design any vehicle for the future. Draw the
vehicle creatively using
numbers.
2) Add up any ten numbers that you use in the drawing.
3) Use any four one-digit number that you used in the drawing to form five
different four digit
numbers.
a) Write the number names of the numbers you have formed.

b) Draw abacus for the numbers you have formed.
c) Arrange the numbers in ascending and descending order.
d) Express the above numbers in expanded form.

Fun with Numbers

❖ Rahul has a locker that opens with a password of numbers
You have to help him because he has forgotten the combination
Fortunately, he remembers some things about the numbers, which may help
you
to assist him.
● The number has three digits
● All the digits are different
● It begins and ends with an odd number and has an even number in the
Middle.
● Odd number at the hundreds place is more than zero and less than 2.
Odd number at ones place is the biggest one digit number.
● Even number in the middle is more than 5 and less than 7.
❖ Dear students, As we have learned about 2D shapes, let’s wear our
creative hat and imagine the “Life below Water” in those shapes.
Draw a picturesque scene from life of underwater plants and animals using 2D
shapes. Colour them and paste it in maths scrape book.

I.MEDICINAL PLANTS –Before modern day medicine and
synthetic drugs there were plants which ancient civilizations
knew how to use them effectively to treat common ailments
and life-threatening diseases. Find out about four such
medicinal plants found in our environment; write their use
and names in Hindi as well as in English along with their
picture on an A4 size sheet.

II.Endangered Species are an animal or plant species in danger of
extinction. Causes can include human activity, changing climate, or
change in prey. Why should we worry about the endangered
species? To find the answer of this question watch this video:-

https://youtu.be/h5eTqjzQZDY

(open this link

and watch the video)
Which animals, fish and plants do you
think are most endangered? Which
endangered species would you least like
to see disappear?
Activity: -Find out top 10 endangered animals, Write the names,
number and the places of these species where they are existing.
2. What are some ways to protect animals from becoming

endangered?
3. list designating habitat essential for their survival and
recovery.

III Activity: -Identify and Click the pictures:
For Example:

Click the pictures of the various factors influencing the
environment. Paste the same pictures and write at least 5 lines to
describe each picture. Also mention the methods to save our
environment.
IV. Germination of Seed: - Use a transparent container to
geminate the seeds like: Kidney beans, chick peas or moong dal.
To germinate the seeds please follow the method shown in this
video: - (click on the you tube link and watch)
https://youtu.be/i0G2LS2lB2o

FOR EXAMPLE: This is the first stage: -

V. Find out the meaning of these terms also read and write few
lines about the given topics: 1. Atmosphere
2. Soil erosion
3. Habitat
4. Heavenly bodies ( planets, sun, moon )
5. Bio-degradable and Non bio degradable waste.

Guidelines
The holiday homework should be done as per the instructions. Manage
your time in such a way that a little work is done every day and there is
no piling up for the last moment. Keep a fixed time for doing your work
every day. Do the work neatly as per the given instruction. Collect the
materials required for the work in advance.

Enjoy the activities so that the work becomes fun.

